
   
 

 

 

  

Stakeholder Working Group 

April 26, 2022 

Summary Discussion Notes and Identified Issues 
 
Framing Questions and Clarify Purpose of the Changes, Mitigation, and Exceptions SWG  

• DNRC - clarifying statements   
• Incorporation of feedback into framing questions, information, presentations  
• Discussion of adverse effect   

 
Presentation: Framing Question #1 – Permit and Change Process  

Overview – permit and change process   
o What has changed since reform?  
o Where are there uncertainties in the timelines? 
o High level information on the issues DNRC has already identified   

  
Discussion Prompt for small working groups: Permit and Change Process   

o Identify and address obstacles in the water right permit and change processes so that there 
is greater certainty  

o How can the water permit and change process have more clearly defined expectations 
(certainty and transparency) for applicants?  

o How can the water permit and change process be more accessible, understandable, and 
affordable (including the costs of process and opportunity costs) for the applicants? 

 
Small group discussions regarding Framing Question #1 – Permit and Change 
Process 
 
1. Adverse effect  

1.1. Discussion of issues  
− Burden to existing users, DNRC’s responsibility to protect existing users.  
− DNRC approach is too conservative. Adverse effect criteria don’t mean existing water users 

should not have to put any effort into protecting their water use/availability for use. 
− DNRC doesn’t have a definition of adverse effect: need clear/refined definition of adverse 

effect:  
 closed and open basin should have the same definition  
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 include the legal definition in case law 
 relationship between adverse effect and legal availability analysis.  
 General: need to clearly identify what is rule, policy, guidance, legal basis for our 

practices (e.g., using paper water right for adverse effect)  
− Analysis challenges  

 Accuracy vs. Precision: some analyses by DNRC may be precise but are not 
necessarily accurate 

• Why do we need the precision? Why are we doing the analysis? 
 High reliance of overly technical information  
 Net depletion and consumptive use on a monthly basis 
 Return on investment- is the time spent by DNRC to determine adverse effect worth 

it. Potential for a less in-depth analysis where warranted. 
− Should be like for like analysis: If historical use was 20 acres, the water right should be for 20 

acres. Period. Efficiency improvements should not require reduction/modification of acres. 
 

1.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
− § 85-2-401: Priority of appropriation does not include the right to prevent changes by later 

appropriators in the condition of water occurrence, such as the increase or decrease of 
streamflow or the lowering of a water table, artesian pressure, or water level, if the prior 
appropriator can reasonably exercise the water right under the changed conditions 

 
1.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 

− Look at local response, and does the change impact? What is happening in the area of 
influence, localized analysis, rather than paper analysis.  

− Need to get to universal measurement and recordkeeping. In Colorado, these types of MT 
disputes were rare, because people monitor and there are records. 
 This could help DNRC get away from focusing on theoretical/potential adverse 

effect 
− Need detailing of water rights, otherwise what is available. 
− Remove a physical and legal availability analysis/comparison from the adverse effect criteria 

assessment 
 Tried to address this legislatively with the waiver of adverse effect, but water users 

have concerns about waiving ability to address issues in the future 
− DNRC focus has been on potential for adverse effect, not actual findings of certainty of 

adverse effect 
 

2. Historical use analysis  
2.1. Discussion of issues:  

− What is sufficient? (true for all analyses)  
− Consultants do the historic consumptive use, then DNRC does it again.  
− Culture/Use of applicant data 

 DNRC skeptical of information provided by applicants (e.g., affidavits, ignores and 
do their own calculations); ignores own DNRC prior field visits by DNRC to evaluate 
historic use, ignored in the change application; ignores prior changes (Deb)  

 If DNRC is not using applicant supplied data- then be transparent on why (Deb) 
 No trust by DNRC in the applicant material and no trust in DNRC.  Needs to have 

some presumption that what is on paper is true. Have to reign the applicant and the 



   
 

DNRC in to meet the standard (1902 is not a bible), the statute is the standard. 
Makes applications last years. 

 Burden of proof: feels like burden of proof DNRC applies to some applications is 
more than preponderance of evidence. How do we ensure this is not shifting the 
burden of proof onto existing users? Could keeping records help? 

− Lookback period to 1973 is unrealistic 
− Historical use analysis: DNRC has standardized processes, mixed with direct evidence; 

Historic consumptive use; return flow requirement without beneficial use (can’t force 
someone to use water).   
 The process needs to be simple while still doing its job to protect existing users 
 OpenET – remote sensing of current status 

• Statute makes it so DNRC must look back to 1973, is that necessary 
− Measurement  

 How accurate does it need to be? Is there room for a margin of error, where is the 
tipping point 

 If extra water is available – would a water bank help to solve the problem? 
 Costs associated with it? relative to location? 

 

2.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
− ARM 36.12.1902: historical use rules 
− Burden of proof: 

 § 85-2-311, MCA (Permit criteria): Preponderance of the evidence (proposals over 
5.5 CFS and 4,000 AF: clear & convincing) 

 § 85-2-402, MCA (change criteria): Preponderance of the evidence (proposals over 
5.5 CFS and consumed volume of 4,000 AF: clear & convincing) 

 
2.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 

- Monitoring/measurement- what we use in leu of data Issue- lack of documentation of 
water use/what people are using. 

 
3. Changes (miscellaneous issues) 

3.1. Discussion of issues 
- DNRC never verifies a change, notice of completion.  
- Old changes-  

 Change one water right, before the claims were filed. But all 5 have supplemental 
place of use, but DNRC didn’t update all the other water rights. DNRC did not 
capture all the water rights. 

 Solution- when there are early changes, allowance given to the applicant to correct 
errors (have the same starting point). Have flexibility (Deb and Julie). Public notice 
them all at once.  

− Old changes  
 DNRC didn’t accept the prior changes. 

− What if you have a FD water right, and then a change, what is the right?  
 KC#1 is looking at what a final decree means  

− The blackhole 
 Lots of factors the cause the blackhole 



   
 

• DNRC already tried not to let the blackhole be the limiting factor 
 Clear timeline expectations and communications 
 Where can things be sped up  

• Staffing 
• Centralized processes 

 Dashboard to help the process 
 Funding to help the process be consumer friendly in all aspects. 

− Onerous change process 
 Historical use 

• Beneficial vs. waste 
• How much is being used with efficiencies that are made? 
• What is sufficient? 
• Consumptive use? 

 
3.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  

  
Other issues (not specific to changes) 
4. Correct and complete & PD  

4.1. Discussion of issues 
− Unclear about what correct and complete means. There is a merging of C&C and PD criteria.   
− Want to know before correct and complete that DNRC does not agree with the data the 

applicant has provided. 
− Technical reports-  

 Needs to address all the information in the application.  
 Direction if a tech report can be modified with new information (not a choice)  

− Keep asking for more and more information. 
− I would much rather have DNRC ask me, rather than cut them off. 

 
4.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  

− § 85-2-302 (2): The department shall adopt rules necessary to determine whether an 
application is correct & complete 

− ARM 36.12.1601: Correct & complete rules for permits & changes 
 

4.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 
− Recommendations: Each step in the process needs to be clearly delineated, stop having 

cross over.  if there is a 2-part process, then it needs to be clearly delineated. 
 

 
5. Black Hole & Waiver of Timelines from response to deficiency, to correct and complete 

5.1. Discussion of issues:  
− Black Hole 

 Want updates on a regular basis 
 Still get information requests from DRNC after tech report and C&C; when does the 

information requesting stop?  
 Want a clear timeline, so people that can account for it  



   
 

− Waiver of Timelines 
 Waiver- has been used as a blackmail.  
 There is no authorization 85-2-302 (7); no place for DNRC pressure the applicant to 

do so 85-2-302(2).  
5.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  

−  Nothing explicitly addressing either item 
5.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 

- Set the number of days for DNRC  
- Deficiency letter (60 days); tech report C&C (x days) 
- Regular updates to applicants  
- IF DNRC asks for a waiver, set a time limit on that. Department needs to track.  

 
6. Complaint process  

6.1. Discussion of issues:  
 It is not working, nothing is happening, how do we fix it? (KC #1)  
  

- Current: Statues, rules, guidance, etc. 
  

- Ideas/draft recommendations:  
 

6.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
−   

6.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 
 

7. General Education:  
7.1. Discussion of issues:  

- A lot of people just don’t know that they need a change, don’t understand (education and 
outreach KC) 

7.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
−  None 

7.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 
 
8. Ground water analysis/data 

8.1. Discussion of issues:  
 The applicant does their well test/hydrogeologic report; DNRC reviews and use the 

applicant information; does the analysis.  
 Technical analysis, hydrogeologic report, preponderance of evidence.  Goes to 

DNRC, and that is dispensed with.  Seems like the battle of the expert, rather than 
the preponderance of evidence.  Lost track of loose burden of proof. (Answer why 
we are repeating and reanalyzing)  

 Bureau of Mines- analyses  
 Third part to do 3rd party science. MBMG- As models are developed, applicants can 

use that science. Goal- to develop a broader basis of information.  
 GWIP is a starting point, but the analysis is not specific enough. They cannot take 

into consideration of specific project. Attila- starting point.  
 Not enough money to fill the expectations.  



   
 

 Hyper- technical approach to applications: Can we clarify the burden of the proof, 
preponderance of the evidence. Clarify the DNRC process. This effects the timelines.  

 If the department is going to re-do the analysis, don’t ask the applicant.  
 DNRC interviews someone about historic use, without notifying the applicant. 

Recommendations- notification process to applicant that additional information is 
being sought. Transparency.  
 

8.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
- § 85-2-360 through -364 (Basin closure requirements) 
-  

8.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 
 
9. Rules  

9.1. Discussion of issues:  
 DNRC- made a judgement call, deficiency letter, kicked out on a technicality. DNRC 

was avoiding the judicial review (Ryan). Reform process- address C&C choke point, 
manageable criteria, additional rulemaking addressing worse case (1901 (7))- all 
applications need to look the same).  Implementation of rule- sometimes DNRC staff 
overlook and with contentious applications, they are strictly applied. Why are the 
rules on the books. Choke points in the rules, need a refocus on streamlined and 
flexibility.  

 Example: irrigation water right (main WR being changed) and sister stock water 
right… do I really need to file two change applications? Make it easier, common 
sense.  

9.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
−  All rules identified in 36.12.1601 (correct & complete rules) 

 
9.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 

 
 

10. Terms and Conditions and granting with modifications 
10.1. Discussion of issues:  

 DNRC embrace terms and conditions and granting with modification; don’t start 
from scratch/terminate (Ryan) 

 Terms, conditions are nice, but need to be coupled with more enforcement; 
significant need and a significant cost.  

 Have measurement submitted to the department required.  
 DNRC- put measurement conditions on applications; applicants complying, nothing 

coming out of it.  
10.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  

−   
10.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 

 
11. Mitigation  

11.1. Discussion of issues:  
 In statue- Does not require net depletion; requires adverse effect for mitigation 



   
 

• Ever since statute put in place, there has been no distinction by the 
department, there is not amount of net depletion. They have not made that 
distinction.  

 Extra water that is not needed in a mitigation change: you must apply for another 
change (e.g., instream) to protect the water right, instead of leaving it unchanged 
and open to potential abandonment. 

 Want flexibility in the timing for mitigation 
 Disconnect between amount of depletion and amount of mitigation required. 
 Definition impact on the impact on the new water system.  
 This group needs to discuss- can we get to on the ground impact, more realistic 

amount for mitigation?  
 Timing of mitigation – winter and summer  
 Is there really an instream flow need in the winter, is the amount needed, really 

adverse effect? Is there potential abandonment?   
• Cumulative impacts of reducing instream flow.  
• This is the same question that can be ask of all uses, not just instream.  

 We are not accounting for instream water ability to recharge the system, in 
relationship to how adverse effect & mitigation is calculated 

 
11.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  

  
11.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 

 Start in reverse- establish a water bank/water trust- marketing for mitigation-  
• Identify specific water rights, the stretch that could be used for in the 

marketing for mitigation.  
• Water trust owned/operated;  

o infiltration galleries  
o Aquifer recharge  

 Challenges-  
• there are people that do not want Ag land developed. Don’t want state 

involved.  
• Needs to be willing seller and willing buyer, no middle- man.  
• Timing and location is the reason that marketing is not working currently 
• if you go through the change process than a part of your water right will get 

cut back.  
o There is a different between the paper water right and wet water 

right.   
 This is really an issue in 3-4 places in the state- lends itself to a pilot approach 

• What would be pilot: location relaxation, maybe timing.  
• Risk: AZ done this (AMAs), but then you have great subsidence.  
• E.g., middle creek ditch company in the Gallatin. 

 Other options:  
• Need to have access to SWP water rights for winter mitigation; address 

barriers to operations.  
• High spring flows capture  

- Mitigation is a math problem and not a water supply problem 
 



   
 

These ideas were discussed at the meeting on 4/26 and will be addressed with a different framing 
question at a later date by the working group and the public.  Please do not add comments here.  
 
 
12. Objections: Department not supporting their analysis 

12.1. Discussion of issues:  
 When you get to the objection phase, the department is not there to support DNRC 

analysis.  True with DEQ, but not DNRC. The applicant has to justify DNRC work.  
 The staff does not realize that the burden/consequences for getting the analysis 

wrong. DNRC response cannot be- burden is on the applicant.  
• Solution: have the agency represent their work; how do the DNRC experts 

engage in that process?  
• “Ultimately it is the applicant burden” but the courts beat DNRC on our 

technical analysis. The department needs to show up at every level.   
 Have set up a screwy administrative system, there were reasons to do that. But 

there is a mixed system- the DNRC completes certain analyses, but the applicant has 
the ultimate burden (per statute). Then there is a dispute in the technical analyses.  

 
12.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  

−   
12.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 

 
13. Objections- hearings unit location (DNRC or outside of agency)  

13.1. Discussion of issues:  
 Has DRNC considered taking the hearings unit out of the agency?  
 Hohenlohe was a blatant conflict of interest. Still have a conflict of interest between 

SWP and WRB.  But there has been benefits of hearings in DNRC, rather than an 
outside entity; give DNRC credit. Concerns that the hearings examiners operating 
independently (e.g., hearings submit their decisions to legal- inappropriate)  

 PD to grant is not a final agency determination, appealable, objections, then the 
Dept makes a determination- final determination (hearings officer)- pulling out of 
the department… questions if the Department is making the determination by its 
own.  

13.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
  

13.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 
 
14.   Models/data/standards  

14.1. Discussion of issues:  
 Lack of error bars in models (lack of precision accounted for) used to determine if 

meets standards (e.g., under 35 GPM) 
 Margin of error needs to be relative to the system, relative to measurement error, 

relative to the assumptions of the model, statistical validity    
 De minimus determination lacking  

• 1000 cuts argument is important to consider  
• Closed basin vs open basin 



   
 

 Accuracy vs. precision: DNRC analyses may be precise but are they actually accurate 
in the real world? 

14.2. Current: Statues, rules, guidance  
  

14.3. WG Ideas/draft recommendations: 
 
Raw notes from discussion (adverse effect):  
- Concern that there is a different analysis in closed and open basin.  
- Needs to include the legal definition in case law; legal availability analysis has no place in adverse 

effect; hyper conservative way to evaluate.  
- Action: clarify that the analysis is the same in closed or open basin  
- Discussion: take another look about the relationship between adverse effect and legal availability 

analysis.  
- Disregard -311 and -402, nothing that takes into account case law; just impacting a right has nothing 

to do with adverse effect.  
- Look at local response, is there basin neutrality, does this change impact? 
- What is happening in the area of influence, who are the water users, how are they effected and 

how?  
- Localized analysis, rather than paper analysis.  
- Don’t want the burden shifted to existing users  
- Would like to see a more accurate, localized methodology.  
- Need a decision from the department: what is DNRC’s job- protecting of existing users… tension- 

once you have a water right, you have no obligation to defend it; it is the department’s job to 
defend it (she does not agree).   

- Assuming the full use of paper right, is the most conservative. Answer- What are you relying on as 
the guidance? What is the legal basis?  

− Jim- isn’t the most conservative- use median and mean; not the 80th, some think that this is 
not the most conservative  

- General- need more transparency on rule, guidance, policy etc. (KC- #2- transparency)  
- Net depletion and consumptive use on a monthly basis- seems arbitrary, should look at seasonal.  
- Not sure how to get to another mouse trap….  
- Need to get to universal measurement and recordkeeping. In Colorado, these types of MT disputes 

were rare, because people monitor and there are records.  
- Why are we doing this in the first place- need to continue to do legal availability, not the correct 

starting point.  Why do we need the precision? Why are we doing the analysis? (need to answer)- 
protection of existing water users… does it matter? Death by 1000 cuts.  
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